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SELECTED WORKS



The work of  Voldemars Johansons merges his interests in visuality, sound and science. He 
creates experimental projects that synthesize art, science and technology to explore diverse 
phenomena and represent the experience through environments assembled from the visual, 
acoustic and spatial structures. His research interests address the organic combination of 
acoustic information and spatial forms in creation of sonic environments and sculptures, 
examining the joint morphology of acoustic, visual and spatial domains. In his work borders 
between the perception of the visible, the invisible and the audible dissolve to create a unified 
perceptual situation. “Art has the privilege of being able to reflect about the unproven, the 
unrecognized, thus broadening the horizons of thinking,” comments the author.

Johanson’s work has been presented at diverse venues and events internationally: the Venice 
biennial of Architecture, Ars Electronica Center (Linz), BOZAR (Brussels), Ruhrtriennale (de), 
TodaysArt Festival (The Hague), STEIM (Amsterdam), Sound Forest (Riga), Unsound Festival 
(Krakow), CAC Vilnius, Concertgebouw Brugge, WRO Media art biennale (Wroclaw), LISTE art 
fair (Basel), the Latvian National Opera and elsewhere. 

Since 2009 he works as a researcher at the Art Research Laboratory at the Liepaja University 
and teaches at department of New Media Studies. 



UNDERCURRENTS

Multichannel cinematic environment , 2018



UNDERCURRENTS is a cinematic environment inspired by the Arctic landscape that unfolds in an 
environment echoing the High Arctic. The work is projected on several sculptures arranged within 
performance space. A site-specific composition is designed for each space. 

The author Voldemārs Johansons is interested in encounters with the magnificence of untouched nature 
– a realm of Arctic wilderness in a desolate environment that is simultaneously rugged and fragile. The 
footage was filmed during expedition in Svalbard archipelago, a particular place where the underlying 
forces of nature manifest in the landscape still largely unshaped by the human activity. This environment 
is in a process of transition as the changes in climate are most evident in the High Arctic and coincide 
with increasing human presence and activity in the region. 

While we are in search for coexistence of civilisation and environment, the new artwork examines and 
documents the present visuality of the Arctic landscape – glacial surfaces and mountain ranges, grit of 
the land with ice melting and water flowing. Walk in between the imposing icebergs as if sliding on the 
oceanic icecap and choose your own angle and a timeline to immerse in the grand cinematic 
documentation. The multichannel soundtrack is composed by Voldemārs Johansons and saxophone 
virtuoso Rolf-Erik Nystrøm (Oslo) and recorded in the unique surroundings of Svalbard – on the 
glaciers and in the mines, in the abandoned settlements and out at sea.















Installation sketch



Premiere at the Barents Spektakel festival in Kirkenes, in the North of Norway where the material 
was projected on ice structures designed by sculptor Peder Istad. 









UNDERCURRENTS

Documentary: 

https://vimeo.com/256415025

https://vimeo.com/281408561

https://vimeo.com/256415025
https://vimeo.com/281408561


OKEANOS

Single screen projection, sound, 2018

(FLOOOD)



Angel Cassiel in Wim Wenders’ film “Faraway, So Close!” observes obsession with graphic 
representation of sense objects and simulacra. Up to a point where the photographic 
representation becomes more significant than the object or experience itself. 

FLOOD acts as a barometer of sorts, a short-term memory loop of the current trends in the 
constant stream of images published online by users. This deluge is used to create a 3D universe, a 
rush of images with a speed far exceeding the human cognitive capacity for consumption of visual 
sensations. That results in an over-saturation of visual information which, while containing wealth of 
images at any given instant, remains practically invisible to a human eye, due to rapid motion and 
change that results as flickering field of visual noise. 

This situation functions as a voluntary correction facility not dissimilar to one used for Alex's 
treatment in Clockwork Orange (film and Anthony Burgess's 1962 novel). Although highly 
experimental, this treatment hasn't yet undergone any clinical trial, so use it at your own discretion 
and risk. 

The first presentation took place at Art Museum Riga Bourse

“They expect images 
to relieve their fears...

fulfil their dreams...
provide their pleasures...

satisfy their longings.”









Image flow: sample video still





OKEANOS
(FLOOOD)

Video documentation: 
https://vimeo.com/299678785



OSCILLATIONS

Sound, data, light, MHD cell, 2018



Fluctuation is a constant state both in the physical and human worlds. On Earth, it can be observed in a 
very direct way: seismic events such as tectonic shifts, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes take place in 
different parts of the planet. The Oscillations installation relies on realtime seismic data feeds served by 
GEOFON global seismological broad-band network and IRIS consortium: thousands of seismographic 
monitoring stations positioned around the world provide data about surface vibrations.

The piece reflects on the continuous seismic activity by staging an environment for observation and 
experience of these events in sonic and visual domains. The experimental setup at the heart of 
installation falls within the study discipline of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and connects principles of 
physics that manifest on a micro and macro scales. Oscillations function by transduction of the Earth’s 
vibrations to the surface of MHD cell. Fluid, like the earth’s molten core, the eutectic alloy is a metal 
alloy in liquid state. 

Highly reflective surface functions as a fluid mirror and is deformed in sync with trembling of the Earth. 
The dynamical sculpting process enables observation of the complex correlation of systemic elements: 
sonification of seismic signals, surface deformation, light reflexions. 

Premiered at TENDENCIES ’18, BOZAR LAB, Brussells











PEAK BLOCKCHAIN

is envisioned as an immersive artwork that performs realtime sonification of the blockchain network. The 
exhibition displays a hypothetical mining node on the Bitcoin network that runs hardware to solve cryptological 

tasks and discover next block in the chain. 

The mining site is represented by three custom-designed translucent glass objects that resemble shape of a 
mountain and associates with mining industry. Inside the hollow glass vessels lie the dedicated application-

specific integrated circuits (ASIC) that perform the task of Bitcoin mining, immersed in a cooling liquid. The glass 
material used in the objects symbolises transparency of the cryptocurrency network where each transaction 

can be observed by anyone on the network and stored indefinitely within the blockchain. 

WORK IN PROGRESS:





PEAK BLOCKCHAIN: EXHIBITION SKETCH
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Installation view (detail)



Installation view (detail)



UNCERTAINTY DRIVE

Sound, steel, electronics, 2017



For some time I have been interested in a broad range of questions related to nuclear energy. 
Radiation cannot be perceived by human senses; however, it exists in the natural environment in 
various forms and is used widely in fields as energy, medicine and biotechnology. 

In contrast to rigid design within most of the man-made systems characterised by straight lines, right 
angles, regular pulses of rhythms; an order of a different kind can be encountered within the natural 
world. These phenomena are governed by an organisation that is not linear and can exhibit chaotic 
qualities. As Ilya Prigogine (1989), physical chemist and Nobel laureate, famously put it “instability and 
creativity are inherent to our world [..] In an unstable world, absolute control and precise forecasting 
are not possible.” We can identify the driving forces, but never calculate the exact result. Precisely 
these properties make the observation of physical systems valuable for art and design practice. By 
observing the physical world one might find that a constant state is as unlikely as is a large jump in 
value. Although there is constant change, it cannot be predicted precisely and also is not completely 
random. At the same time, we can perceive that the physical and organic systems are fluctuating in a 
state of dynamic equilibrium. 











TEPCO PLANT

FIELD RESEARCH IN FUKUSHIMA, MAY 2017









INSTALLATION VIEWS









UNCERTAINTY DRIVE 
Video documentation:

https://vimeo.com/281433799



THIRST

2015

Spatial sound and video environment, fog





THIRST is an audiovisual documentation of Atlantic ocean during a strong storm. The documentation 
of the visually and sonically expressive marine landscape was produced in the Faroe Islands as single-
shot uncut registration of violent storm with a sound recoding. It was shot from the position on the 
firm rock of the coast, so that the camera view coincides with a human point of view. The audio-visual 
installation invites to enter the landscape of troubled waters, wind, rain and noise and to observe and 
listen to it from a distance, the action impossible in the natural circumstances when admiration is 
replaced with fear. 

The work is presented as a large-scale film installation in a dark space (see the installation sketch). The 
back-projection screen is positioned at floor level for audience free to walk around to offer an 
experience similar to that of attending an ocean coast. The projection screen is reasonably large and 
accompanied with a sufficient sound amplification to match the sonic effect heard during a storm. 
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THIRST 
Video documentation:

https://vimeo.com/144856208

https://vimeo.com/144856208


BIOTRICITY 

(2013 - ongoing)

In collaboration with the RIXC 
microbial fuel cells, electronics, wiring, video displays, eight channel spatial 

sound  









BIOTRICITY is an ongoing art and science research project, presented as a networked sound installation, exploring the 
interrelations between biology and computing – biological systems and electronic networks – information and energy – 
ecology and technology. BIOTRICITY project explores the new technologies of green energy generation (known as 
MFC – microbial fuel cell) from social, cultural and techno-ecological perspectives. This “bacteria battery” technology 
allows to extract electricity from living organisms – bacteria living in different types of water such as ponds, lakes or 
waste waters. The project consist of different stages – research (experiments with MFC), development (working on 
developing means for sonification and visualisation), and production (creating an art installation). The outcome is an art 
installation that is composed of several bacteria-fuel cells forming a mini version bio-power plant. Installation makes the 
process of “producing” electricity audible – it interprets electrical fluctuation signals through multi-channel sound 
structures. The installation is complimented with a microworld visible on a video screen. The other screen shows live 
webcam and data stream from out-door battery that is installed in the pond of rural Latvia. Along the sound, video 
images and live streams the installation offers an aesthetic way to reflect on relations between nature and technologies, 
biology and computing, biological systems and electronic networks. 
 
Networked audio-visual installation  
For the exhibition we use more then 10 self-built microbial fuel cells, each of which generate small voltage of electricity 
– 0,2-0,7 V. Connected together they create a micro bio-energy power station. By using micro-electronics, the signals 
from bacteria electricity generation are processed and interpreted into multiple channel sound structures. With 
sonification we also aim to explore interrelation between biology and computing. In order to make visible the micro-
environment, where the bacteria live, we also have made a video from images taken with the electronic microscope. An 
important part of the installation is also the live webcam stream from remote location, where the bacteria battery is 
installed in an outdoor condition of a pond, and is connected in the network together with cells presented in the 
exhibition space. 

Biotricity project, as audiovisual installation in different versions has been exhibited internationally in Copenhagen 
Alternative Art Fair Alt_Cph14, Vroclav WRO biennale, Ljubljana festival KIBLIX, Eindhoven Dutch Technology Week, 
Linz Ars Electronica center etc.

http://altcph.dk/
http://wro2013.wrocenter.pl/site/works/rings-of-saturn/rixcraisasmiteraitissmitsmartinsratniksvoldemrsjohansonslv/
http://www.kiblix.org/2014/rasa-smite-raitis-smits-and-voldemars-johansons-in-collaboration-with-martins-ratniks-lv-biotricity/
http://dutchtechnologyweek.com/en/
http://www.aec.at/center/en/ausstellungen/projekt-genesis/












BIOTRICITY 
Video documentation:

https://vimeo.com/62096533

https://vimeo.com/62096533


AERO TORRENTS

(2007)

2 aquariums, cm 100 x 150 x 22
Medium: glass, water, sound

weight ca. 550kg



 





The installation is a waveform sculpture projected on the surface of water by sonic vibration, derived 
from meteorological data acquired during extreme storms of recent years in Europe. The combination 
of three materials: air, water and sound simulates a chaotic ecosystem where recorded wind intensity 
and direction patterns are transferred by waves of sound. 



Aero Torrents installation can as well be considered as a physical generative system, where the properties of 
environment remain constant as defined by the material properties of medium (water, dimensions of aquariums 
etc.) while the parametric information of the wind encoded into sonic signal functions as input of the process. The 
resonance patterns are modeled by the input signals, as the response of the resonant environment varies 
dramatically, depending on the input. The storm-carried information of the spectral energy of air currents is turned 
into sound, which is transferred into movement that agitates water masses, visualizing the air vibrations in the wave 
movement of the water.

A stream of air particles - wind - rushes and swirls with incredible speed and power, fluctuating in unpredictable 
force and intensity patterns. It caries dark clouds and forces waves to wash the sea out of it’s coasts, hits upon 
buildings and produces a terrifying acoustic landscape. Climate is described as a chaotic system that can be 
described by employing non-linear dynamics and strange attractors; yet no computing device, however capable, has 
so far been able to predict and interpret long-term weather conditions. Storms and winds have grown stronger 
over the past years, both in Latvia and elsewhere in the world, indicating climate change. Different indicators show 
that the world's climate is changing – the melting of Arctic ice, the positive North Atlantic Oscillation index of the 
past decades, and other signs show a dynamic process of change. 

In nature, wind is generated by the contrast in air pressure between adjoining atmospheric areas. A sharp contrast 
creates strong winds that grow into storms. The changing intensity of wind currents suggests a similarity to sound 
waves (sound is a change in air pressure). A recorded wind waveform is a microscopic component indicative of an 
entire global ecosystem in which all events are connected through interaction and feedback relationships. As a part 
of a non-linear dynamic system, wind waveform depicts chaotic, but not random or predictable qualities. 



Exhibitions:

Aug, 2010 Waterworks, Randers Art Museum, Denmark
Mar, 2010 Swedbank Art Award, CAC Vilnius, Lithuania
Dec, 2009 Swedbank Art Award, Riga Art Space, Latvia 
Nov, 2008 Electrohype, Malmo Konsthall, Sweden
May, 2008 WAVES, PHOENIX Halle Dortmund, Germany
Jan, 2008 Riga City Hall, Latvia
Oct, 2007 SKAN festival for soundart, Latvia



AERO TORRENTS
Video documentation: 

https://vimeo.com/26008535

https://vimeo.com/26008535


EMISSIONS
(series 2010 - ongoing)



Émissions b, 2011-13, black granite, electronics, wiring, ca. 305 x 220 cm, installation view at Primo Marella gallery



Leon Battista Alberti (1404-72)

According to Alberti [Wit]:
"The numbers by which the agreement of sounds affect our ears with delight 
are the very same which please our eyes and our minds. We shall therefore 
borrow all our rules for harmonic relations from the musicians to whom this 

kind of numbers is well known and wherein Nature shows herself most 
excellent and complete."



Sketch for spatial composition of Émissions b



OP.34
Emissions / Sonolith (2014)

cm 800 x 800 x 600, 
granite, electronics, wiring
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Op.34, composition of SR an RR variations (video still)



























Surface of the LP recording (detail)



OP.34 
Video documentation: 

https://vimeo.com/109579147

https://vimeo.com/109579147


OP.39
(standingwave)

2014

cm 2000 × 100 × 400
steel, air, electronics

A composition of 14 steel pipes ranging from 150 to 400 cm in size, 



A composition of 14 steel pipes150 to 400 cm,
positioned on four platforms



Op.39 (standingwave) 
 
Composition for 14 steel pipes 

Standing waves is a series of sculptural compositions of steel pipes that produce chords of 
low tones. The sounds are produced by the square steel pipes that are built in close 
resemblance to flue pipes of a traditional pipe organ. They are tuned to a musical scale 
and the sound produced by each one is function of it’s length.  The title of the work refers 
to the acoustic mechanism of sound production that occurs inside of organ pipe. The 
tone produced is determined by the wavelength that fits exactly within the length of a 
given pipe. Other physical characteristics of the sound such as the overtone spectrum are 
directly linked to the design of the flue pipe.   

The composition is powered by a stream of air that is distributed among individual pipes 
to produce chords according to set of algorithmic instructions that are executed in 
realtime.  

In essence the sculpture is an acoustic instrument. As the sound radiation is created by a 
natural physical process, unique sonic effects can be experienced, such as acoustic beating, 
interference of the waves and masking.  

In distinction from a traditional pipe organ, the Standingwaves are arranged in such a 
way that the sound sources  surround the listener, producing a spatial soundfield that the 
listener can both perceive and imagine. The perceived sonic field varies with the 
movement of the listener. 





Size sequence 1.25 - 3.87m:  

1.25, 1.43, 1.5, 1.6, 1.77, 1.95, 2.1, 2.25, 2.5, 2.67, 3, 3.2, 3.56, 3.87m







Op.39 (standingwaves), 2014 

Installation view at the courtyard of  

Riga Dome Church (detail) 



Video documentation: 
https://vimeo.com/146422284

OP.39
(standingwave)

https://vimeo.com/146422284


CONCORD 

(2010)

Sound and light sculpture: steel, electronics, amplification. Variable dimensions









Study of resonator lengths



Study of string positions, RIXC Media Space: 

















Video documentation: 
https://vimeo.com/32512124

CONCORD 

https://vimeo.com/32512124


Voldemars Johansons  
e-mail:  voldemars@johansons.info     
http://johansons.info 
+371 29794434

mailto:voldemars@parks.lv
http://johansons.info

